A notoriously laborious and difficult endeavor We seek an approach that is declarative, based on logical foundations, expressive and concise. Motivated by chemical reaction equations:
Wide range of technical difficulties (e.g. deadlock, atomicity, fault-tolerance). Traditional computational problems (e.g. correctness, completeness, termination). While ensuring scalability and performance effectiveness. CHR programs consist of a set of CHR rules of the following form:
Informally means: If we have P and S such that G is satisfiable, replace S with B.
Example: Greatest common divisor (GCD)
gcd(9), gcd(6), gcd (3) reduce : gcd(6)\gcd(9) ⇐⇒ 0 < 6 ∧ 6 ≤ 9 | gcd(3) gcd(3), gcd(6), gcd (3) reduce : gcd(3)\gcd(6) ⇐⇒ 0 < 3 ∧ 6 ≤ 9 | gcd ( 
MSRE, Distributed Multiset Rewriting for Ensembles
Elements are distributed across distinct locations (k 1 , k 2 , etc..), each possessing its own multiset of elements. [l]c specifies that matching c is located at l. Rewrite rules can specify "local" rewriting: edge(k 2 , 1), path(k 2 , 1), path(k 2 , 10) @k 1 ... edge(k 2 , 1), path(k 2 , 1) @k 1 ... 
Example: Parallel Mergesort
Parallel mergesort: Assumes tightly coupled ensembles (multicore, shared memory, etc..)
[X ]unsorted(Xs) ⇐⇒ len(Xs) > 2 | exists Y . exists Z . let (Ys, Zs) = split(Xs).
[
New locations "dynamically" created to solve sub-problems. completed sub-problems are transmitted to the "parent" location.
Example: Distributed Hyper-Quicksort
Distributed Hyper-Quicksort: Assumes loosely coupled ensembles (network, message passing interface, etc..) --"Local" sorting algorithm Parallel merge sort rules ... 
--Distributed Hyper quicksort rules
[X ]sorted(Xs), [X ]leader()\[X ]leaderLinks(G) ⇐⇒ len(G) > 1 | let LG, GG=split(G). [X ]leaderLinks(LG), [head(GG)]leader(), [head(GG)]leaderLinks(GG), {[Y ]median(Xs[len(Xs)/2]) | Y in G} {[Y ]partnerLink (Z ) | Y , Z in zip(LG, GG)} [X ]median(M),
